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From bottle
to chair

PET Technology
Simple solutions, smart production innovations and 
unconventional material choices that may seem simple 
at first sight, can drastically improve the effect on the 
further lifecycle of the product and its environment. 
This asks for an approach that goes beyond the paths 
we already know.

It is a soft, though strong material that is durable and 
has a great acoustic performance. PET Felt is both  
recycled as well as recyclable itself. The design of the 
Nook Lounge Chair allows a number of production steps 
to be reduced to one smart 3D pressing technique.

We believe PET Technology is one of the answers to 
ecological sustainability and environmental quality 
requirements in contemporary interior design.

In our design and production processes, we are 
always looking at where environmental thinking 
and economic improvement intersect — resulting 
in minimal waste in every aspect. The way we  
utilize PET Technology, emphasizes this vision. 
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PET Felt
Colours

Ingredients
Recycled PET bottles 
 
Martindale
100.000 
 
Pilling
3/4 
 
Care & Maintenance
Please see devorm.nl/wiki
for instructions

Dark Grey

Marine

Dark Green

Beige

Light Grey

Turquoise

Olive

Brown

Pink

Yellow

Green

PET Felt Colour Blends 
PET Felt is made from recycled PET bottles which are 
turned into a soft, yet strong felt material that is durable 
and has a great acoustic performance. PET Felt is both 
recycled as well as recyclable itself. Available in eleven 
unique colour blends. 

Because PET Felt is made of recycled material, different 
products may have different outcomes in the colour 
blend. 

Please contact us to request a sample:
sales@devorm.nl08 09



Big Modular Table 
System

Design by De Vorm

A table system characterized by its versatility. 
Its modularity enables you to design tables for a 
broad range of applications such as workstations 
or conference, canteen and boardroom tables. 
One of the core features of the Big is its ability 
to span large lengths on just 4 legs. Choose from 
infinite surface, colour, shape and size variations 
to make the perfect table for any context.10 11
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Big Round

Design by De Vorm

Modular Table 
System

Our Big collection has a new member with a  
round shape: the Big Round. Circular tables invite 
a sense of equality. They divide people and space 
in an equal ratio. A friendly way to be seated, as 
formal or informal as you wish. Just like the rest 
of our Big Collection, the Big Round is also highly 
customizable. Choose the surface, colour, shape 
and size to make this the perfect table for any 
context.20 21
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Pod Privacy Chair

Design by Benjamin Hubert

A privacy chair for break out areas in offices or 
residential projects. PET Felt has its own char-
acteristic aesthetic as well as sound dampening 
properties to increase the sensation of privacy 
within large or crowded spaces.28 29
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Hale Stack Chair

Design by Ivan Kasner + De Vorm

An innovative outcome, grafted on the foundation 
that several credible designers laid for the  
classic school chair. Designed by Ivan Kasner and 
De Vorm, the Hale Chair is characterized by its no 
nonsense; appropriate in every area and practical 
due to its stackability. 

Utilizing our innovating pressing technique  
enables us to create a spacious seating and back. 
The curve of the seating is identical to our well-
known LJ Series. Discover the high level of  
comfort!38 39
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AK

AK 1,3,4 Design by De Vorm 
AK 2 Design by Ivan Kasner + Uli Budde

Series

The AK Series consists of four multifunctional 
work space dividers, each with its own manifesta-
tion. The shapes shield users from their environ-
ment, offer great sound dampening properties and 
enable one to work in a relaxed and concentrated 
manner.48 49
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LJ

Design by Laurens van Wieringen

Series

The seat of the LJ Series is made from recycled 
PET bottles, the design of the seat brings back 
many traditional production steps to one smart  
3D pressing technique. PET Felt is recycled, recy-
clable and offers sound dampening properties and 
great comfort.70 71
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Nook

Design by Johan van Hengel

Lounge Chair

Nook is designed as a comfortable lounge chair 
for hotel lobbies, break out areas or waiting  
areas. With 10 PET colour blends to choose from 
the Nook Lounge Chair is fully customizable to fit 
your project. The seat offers great comfort and 
can be upholstered with the fabric of your choice.94 95
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Working 
without 
Hierarchy

FULL NODE is a collaborative work space for  
innovative blockchain companies. This community 
believes information should be shared, continually 
reconciled and truly public. Reflecting this philos-
ophy, LXSY Architects designed a non-hierarchal 
work space that lets everyone easily connect, 
share information, exchange ideas and closely 
collaborate. De Vorm’s LJ’s, Nook’s and Wood Me 
Chairs support this open minded concept and 
allows for the different spatial functions whether it 
be for business or pleasure.

Architect
LXSY Architekten
 
Client
FULL NODE 

Photographer
Anne Deppe 
 
Location
Berlin Kreuzberg, 
Germany
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Arnhem

Design by Sebastian Herkner

Sofa
Loveseat+

The modular Arnhem Sofa is designed to be mul-
tifunctional and converted in any look. With four 
different heights and fully upholstered reversible 
cushions, the Arnhem Sofa enables a broad range 
of applications.118 119





A new way  
of Working

Architect
Alexander Fehre

Photographer
Zooey Braun 
 
Client
Bosch AS 
 
Location
Schwäbisch Gmünd,  
Germany

In order to develop its automotive innovations, 
Bosch is empowering people to work where, when 
and how they choose. This new ‘agile’ work prac-
tice requires new work spaces. Studio Alexander 
Fehre met these design demands. The result is a 
striking, flexible and future-proof work environ-
ment. A blend of work and play, where the Nook, 
Arnhem Sofa, LJ Series and Big Tables create 
eye-catching and functional spaces.126 127











Musette

Design by Ionna Vautrin

Side Tables

The unique design of the Musette Series is  
inspired by oriental coffee tables. The Musette 
is available as a side table and a coffee table.140 141
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Upside Down

Design by De Vorm

Couch 
Island+

The Upside Down holds a rotatable armrest.  
The upper side is soft and can be used as head 
support. When the armrest is turned upside down 
an upholstered table appears.146 147
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LW

Design by Laurens van Wieringen

Series

The design of the LW Series was inspired by  
vintage industrial lamps. To give the lamps a  
surprising touch they are made out of soft rubber.  
Through dip moulding, the lamps have a flexible 
yet sturdy structure.154 155
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Wood Me

Design by De Vorm

Series

The Wood Me Series is a duo of refined and  
solid chairs, made from the best European oak: 
the Wood Me Chair and the Wood Me Lounge 
Chair. The chairs are handcrafted, steam-bent, 
sturdy and strong. 

The Wood Me Series are handcrafted pieces  
with beautiful detailing. Combining traditional
craftsmanship with modern materials and  
innovative production methods. Creating a  
timeless piece with a variety of bespoke options.160 161





Radial

Design by De Vorm

PET Felt
Pendant

The design of the Radial lamp was inspired by  
3D puzzles from our youth. All elements are cut 
from a PET Felt panel and puzzled into this lamp. 
PET Felt panels enables us to create countless 3D 
models and applications using this technique.  
The Radial lamps are constructed with an ABS 
fluorescent holder and a Philips ProCore 1500 mm 
LED TL.178 179



MG

Design by De Vorm

Series

The serving character of these tables offers a  
solution to every area, big or small. The small  
MG 1 can be fitted in between the cushions of  
our Arnhem Sofa to be used as a little work  
space or coffee table, whilst the big MG 3 turns  
any Arnhem Sofa into an office area.184 185
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Florian

Design by Laurens van Wieringen

Series

Its playful lines combined with minimal design  
gives it a sympathetic and playful appearance.  
The Florian Series have been purchased by the 
Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam for its collection.192 193






